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What are the profits?

How many firms are on the market

Monopoly, duopoly, oligopoly, ... , atomless firms.

Whether firms are competing on prices or on quantity.

different firms, are homogenous, that is perfect substitutes.

In this chapter, we shall relax this assumption and allow firms to

firm’s own products.



functions that assumed significant :

E.g., differentiation in colors, in styles, in shapes, in flavours, in tastes,



From a firm’s point of view, location works as a choice of product
response to an infinitesimal difference in price.





who buys from a firm located in

We take firms’ location as given and look for Nash equilibrium in

We assume firm 1 is located in , and firm 2 is located in

The distance between firm 1 (resp. 2) and point 0 (resp. 1) is

Firm 1 is to the left of firm 2:



from firm 1 and 2:

represents firm 1’s turf;
is half of consumers between firms 1 and 2; and



profits:



Define

Define



since firm 1 maximizes w.r.t. price in the 2

so firm 1 will want to move toward the

forces firm 2 to reduce its price.

so firm 1 always wants to move leftward if it is to the left of firm 2.

profits.



Hotellingís specification, transportation cost is made quadratic

Although firms like to differentiate to soften price competition they

By fictitiously extending the linear city from



uninformed about the firms’ locations, and only learn these when

There are two firms, A and B.
First firms simultaneously choose locations,

Second firms simultaneously compete in price.

are informed about both firms’ prices and locations, while

uninformed consumers consume from firm A.

We assume both firms’ costs are equal to zero.

the firm the firm A’s demand.



buying from firm A and B satisfies

The firm A’s demand writes as

We assume that the market is covered so that firm B’s demand is

At the competing stage, the firms’ maximization programs write as

The price that maximizes firm A’s program must satisfies the F.O.C.



The analogous of the previous equation for firm B writes as

how vary the firms’ profits with location.



When firms can locate outside the city and can choose their

The equilibrium prices and profits are

: firms dislike transparency.

leads to less product differentiation, lower prices and lower profits.

lower profits.

The linear city model assumes that there are two firms in the market.

choice when there are no barriers to entry other than fixed cost or



First, firms simultaneously choose whether or not to enter in the

Second, firms simultaneously choose their prices given their location.

firms) choose from which firm to buy one unit of the good.

Each firm only locates in one location

(same for all firms).
’s profit when facing demand

The firms that choose to enter are (exogenously and automatically)

How many firms will enter the market?

firms entered the market in the first stage.

Note that any firm has only two real competitors: the two closest



firms.
Suppose firm

from firm
indifferent between purchasing from firm

firm

serves its right and left sides (the firm captures all

So firm

which is just between two firms.

Since it is a free entry model, the zero-profit condition determines
the number of firms:

From firms’ point of view, the increase in



nevertheless, firms are making zero profit due to the fixed cost. In

positive profit.

The social planner’s problem is to minimize the total fixed cost (

the total fixed cost is

(too many firms have entered).

Endogenize through a 3–stage game where firms first choose to enter,

Equidistant firms location is obtained as a result.



entrants’ products are substitutes for existing firms’ products, so that

fixed cost of entry)

An extreme example with perfect substitutes, fixed prices and fixed

Consumers derive no additional benefit from the new entrant’s

Resource use on fixed costs is now doubled.

Inefficiency in Radio Broadcasting”,

Relative to the social optimum, they find that the welfare loss (to firms

Implication: from a social point of view, firms’ costly attempts to





 



In Nash equilibrium, each firm maximizes



The Nash equilibrium satisfies

This yiels demands for firm 1

sufficiently large:

competition drives the low-quality firm out.
The intuition is that a low quality firm cannot compete with the higher
quality firm.

And for firm 2

The profits then write



 

then both firms make zero profits. At least one firm has then
an incentive to differentiate from the other to realize positive profit, a

As for the spatial model (horizontal differentiation) firms try to relax

Even if quality is costless to produce, the low quality firm gains from

If sequential entry, the unique Nash equilibrium is the first chooses

But then race to be first...
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